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Synergy implies that venue to satisfy certain neces-

sary condition for an effective event while it adds
value towards event effectiveness. 
Four ways in which synergy can do this are,
Adding attraction or incentive to people to attend.
Adding impact or memorability to the event
Adding PR/ media value, newsworthiness or media
interest
Adding association, linking the organization, product

or brand with the event in the participant’s and audi-
ences minds.

Attraction, impact and PR/media value can be con-
tributed by a value which, 
Is unusual and original
Is amusing in its connection to the event, organiza-
tion or brand 
Is highly visual in its appeal
Otherwise capture the interest of the audience
because topical association or links with celebrity
figures.
Building on relationships
Another form of synergy is in building relationships,

which enlarge the image or audience of both parties.
Both venue and the event organizer may find possibili-
ties for collaboration on joint PR and promotion to their
mutual benefits. A venue may negotiate a special rate
in order to gain from PR potential of a high profile
event.
Building familiarity
Synergy may come from familiarity as an event for

existing customers, for example, might be held at the
company’s premises in order to draw on,
Association with company
The ease and security of familiar surroundings
The strong projection of corporate image

The participant’s sense of acknowledgement,
belonging and involvement
The customers habit of making purchases in that
environment
Making recommendations
When selecting venues, there could be many

options, which may be fulfilling initial criteria but these
options should be evaluated in order to select the best
suited venue for the purpose as well as for your budg-
et.
Your recommendations should be set out and struc-

tured according to whatever instructions you are
given. A list of carefully selected criteria could be used
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